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$1 million donated to Learning Center
By Gina Norelli
Features Editor
Those working in the Uni­
versity Learning Center have been 
practicing the pronunciation of a 
certain name for days. A name 
associated with generosity and 
thoughtfulness. A name that will 
ensure that the facilities available
for learning disabled students will 
continue to improve for years to 
come.
As of Tuesday afternoon, the 
ULC has been renamed the 
Jandrisevits Learning Center, af­
ter receiving a $ 1 million donation 
from Anne Jandrisevits, a friend 
of the University. The donation, 
also in honor of the donor's late 




The Business and Finance 
Offices located in the Adminis­
tration Building will soon be 
operating in a new setting at 
Lindeman Drive.
The move is scheduled to 
take place before the end of the 
academic year.
“This move is a good idea 
since it frees up space for fac­
ulty and classes,” said Lisa 
Boland, controller. “However, 
the negative side is that we los0
contact with the students and the 
daily heartbeat of the University. 
Although Lindeman Drive is only 
four miles down the road, it seems 
like 50 miles,” she added.
All offices including Payroll 
and Accounts Payable will be re­
located to office space at 
Lindeman Drive on Old Town 
Road, four miles from Sacred 
Heart University. The move is 
causing concern among some stu
See Finance, page 3
allocated for equipment, services 
and financial aid for learning dis­
abled students at SHU.
“Anne quietiy reaches out to 
those she knows need to be 
touched by kindness,” said a 
spokesman on a video presenta­
tion shown at the ceremony held 
in the Schine Auditorium.
Dozens of Jandrisevits’ fam­
ily and friends attended the cer­
emony.
“I can honestly say, without 
the help of the special tutors in 
the Jandrisevits Learning Center, 
I would not have made it through 
some of my classes, said Anna 
Mastrolillo, a learning disabled 
senior who spoke at the ceremony.
Jackie Rinaldi, director of 
the Learning Center, said that 
learning disabilities affect ap­
proximately 15 percent of the 
population.
President Anthony Cemera 
said that Anne is a modern-day 
heroine, and a role model for ev­
eryone. “In today’s me-world, 
Anne thought not of herself, but 
of others,” said Cemera.
Anne Jandrisevits, left, and Dr. Anthony Cemera. Jandrisevits 
donated $1 million to the University Learning Center on Tuesday 
afternoon. Photo By lora Marcella
Program to change 
with Kidd's departure
LaLiberty resigns from position
By Michele Herrmann
Co-Editor-in-Chief
Although he came in to 
coach two women ’ s sports, Dave 
LaLiberty has resigned from his 
position with ice hockey to fo­
cus his attention toward soccer.
“"The two possibilities here, 
back to back, are a lot of work 
and I want to focus on one 
sport— soccer. It’s been very 
interesting, but I think it’s a de­
cision better made sooner than 
later,” LaLiberty said. “I’ve en­
joyed the experience of coach­
ing both but the combination is 
difficult.”
LaLiberty arrived at Sacred 
Heart Fall 1995 for women’s
soccer and instated his position as 
women’s ice hockey coach in Fall 
1996, when the program began.
The original team roster con­
tained 17 members, one with pre­
vious experience and the rest hav­
ing none but an interest in play­
ing.
Women’s hockey ended then- 
season this year 9-3-1, and is an 
independent varsity team. Cur­
rently, the team is aiming to join 
the ECAC alliance for their 1998- 
1999 season, which will enable 
them to compete in tournaments.
“I think he did the best he 
could with the knowledge he had 
of the game and the best with the 
difference in playing levels and 
skill levels,” said Stephanie 
Marchand, a goalie and team co­
captain . “I was very shocked to 
hear he wasn’t coming back."
Players have acknowl­
edged LaLiberty’s work in de­
veloping a rookie program, but 
think that women’s ice hockey 
should continue growing toward 
a more advanced level.
“"I think he’s not what we 
expected in a college coach,” 
said one anonymous player.
“"Our coach had a definite 
game plan,” said Anna Alveari, 
a freshman goalie. “He wanted 
us to do well, but didn’t have the 
same goals we did . . .he just 
wasn’tprepared to take us there.”
"He brought us to where we 
are now, but there is potential to 




The Global Studies program 
at Sacred Heart will undergo 
change next spring for the first 
time since its existence with the 
resignation of the director.
Dr. Katherine Kidd, direc­
tor of the global studies program, 
has resigned after five years. A 
different approach to study 
abroad will be determined by 
University President Anthony J. 
Cemera and other faculty mem­
bers.
“There will be a philosophi­
cal shift in the program, but not 
in the overall experience of the 
students,” said Jim Barquinero, 
vice president for enrollment 
planning and student affairs.
Studying abroad, according 
to an article by Karen W. Arenson
Mayoral hopeful lectures on need for education




Providing better education 
and the need for people to be­
come involved in the move for 
change were the main topics of a 
lecture last Friday in the Schine 
Auditorium.
Ruth Messinger, Manhat­
tan borough president and 
Democratic mayoral candidate 
for New York City, said that the 
heart of her campaign is in edu­
cation. The challenge is deter­
mining how to provide better 
educational resources for future 
generations, she said.
“Anytime you want some­
thing to happen, there is a politi­
cal process,” said Messinger. For 
anything that people want 
changed, they must unite with 
others and convey their message 
to the larger public, she added.
Messinger entered the po­
litical sphere 20 years ago when 
she was elected to the School 
Board.
She was angry about City 
Hair s proposal to shorten school 
days to balance New York’s bud­
get. She decided to involve her­
self in the fight against the pro­
posal, which was ultimately re­
jected.
Since 1990, Messinger has
See Messinger, page 2
in the New York Times, has be­
come a trend for the American 
student due to the demand for 
foreign experience in the work­
place. The number of students 
studying abroad has risen in re­
cent years.
Cemera intends to consfruct 
a “personal and better program 
—staying with the students while 
they are away.”
To do this, Cemera is plan­
ning to establish a program with 
SHU facilities overseas. Re­
cently, Cemera; Dr. Richard 
Farmer, dean of Graduate Stud­
ies and Continuing Education; 
and Dr. Walter Brooks, associ­
ate professor of Religious Stud­
ies, traveled to Ireland in search





Art and dreams 
shared in Gallery... 
page 8
Softball team attains 
victory in opener... 
page 12
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News Briefs
Photographs wanted for Senior Video
Any seniors who have photographs of them­
selves and friends that they would like included in the 
Senior Video are asked to drop them off in the Stu­
dent Government Office by 5 p.m. Tuesday, April 15. 
These pictures must be of seniors only.
Technology forum at Sacred Heart
A breakfast forum. “Unleashing Human Poten­
tial; Science and Technology for the New Millen­
nium,” will take place Thursday, April 10 from 8- 
10:30 a.m. in the Mahogany Room.
Highlights include; Keynote address by Dr. 
Andrew DeRocco, commissioner of Higher Fiduca- 
tion. State of Connecticut; displays of Sacred Heart 
University student research in science and technology; 
and an update on new science and technology pro­
grams and facilities on campus.
F’or additional informalion. contact Dean 
Golembeski or Don Haixison in Public Relations at 
(203) 371-7970.
Grant to teacher enhancement program
A $65,160 state grant has been awarded to 
Sacred Heait’s SMART Center teacher enhancement 
program — the largest grant given among a total of 
.S4{)(), 040 to nine colleges. uni\ersiiies and museums 
designed to improve teaching and learning in math 
and science.
worksiiops for iin.-uJivds of K-11 science and matli 
teachers around the slate. The progiam received a 
$72,000, three-year grant from The Harnes F-ounda- 
tion, Inc. of East Hartland and a $12,500 grant from 
The Chase Manhattan Foundation in New York.
Four deans to visit campus
Candidates for deanships of Sacred Heart's four 
colleges will be available to meet with faculty mem­
bers today through April 16. The candidates will 
meet with faculty of their re.spective disciplines. F'or 
more inlormation and a scliedule, contact the 
Provost's Office at ext. 7702.




In tlie fall of 1995, Sacred 
Heart began requiring all incom­
ing students to purchase a laptop 
computer. It was stated that the 
computers would be used in all 
areas of Sacred Heart life and the 
use of computers in the class­
room was emphasized.
However, students claim that 
their laptop computers are not 
used in the classroom.
“The computers seem to 
serve no real purpose except to 
make the University look good,” 
said Valerie Smith, a former stu­
dent from New Haven.
The laptops, which retailed 
for over $4000, cost students 
entering the University in the fall 
of 1995 approximately $2,400,
payable in installments every 
semester.
“My parents were told that 
all classrooms were going to be 
hooked up to the Internet and that 
regular notebooks were going to 
be obsolete,” said Dawn Ander­
son, a junior English major from 
Naugatuck. “I do not see that 
happening at all.”
From the inception of the 
mobile computing program, the 
University was quick to enforce 
the program on students.
“After I received my com­
puter, it left the box only once, to 
be used in my freshman seminar 
class,” said Smith. “I even had 
one professor tell me that she did 
not want anyone to bring their 
computers to class. She felt that 
we would play with them.”
According to Denise 
Richardson, information services
Winners of the 1997 Charles Plohn Art Scholarships are, from left: Mark DiGiovanna, a sophomore 
from Waterbury; Jason Mastrianni, a sophomore from Southbury; Melynda Nhatavong, a sopho­
more from New Haven, and Scott Antifonario, a junior from Dracut, Mass. In the center is art 
instructor Virginia Zic of Newton. The Plohn Scholarship is the University's most prestigious art 
award. Contibuted Photo
Campus safety addressed
By Wendi Plescia and T J. Leonard
Contributing Writers
In an in-depth talk to a journalism class re­
cently, the Director of Public Safety said that safety 
on campus is the first priority.
Director of Public Safety William O’Connell 
stated that blue-light emergency phones, surveil­
lance cameras, and a comprehensive five-year plan 
are part of his future security goals for the Univer­
sity.
“One of my major challenges is to educate the 
entire University community about how important 
public safety is on this campus,” said O’Connell.
Referring to crimes on campus. O’ Connell said, 
“All too often human nature is too over-trusting, 
overly confident that those things can’t happen to 
me.”
O’Connell said that his five-year plan for Pub­
lic Safety coincides with the rapid growth of the 
University.
“I am hoping to tap into that growth mode,” he 
said, "and show in a five-year plan how incremen­
tally we should improve Public Safety. What we 
need. Where we’re going. The amount of money it 
would take to do that.”
The Crime Awareness and Campus Security 
Act of 1990, which mandates the publication of 
campus crime information, was of particular con­
cern to O’Connell.
“I have always felt the information should be 
public,” he said. “I would talk to anybody and give 
them as much information as I think I can legally 
give them.”
The Fall 1996 Report issued by Public Safety 
contained all the information on crime statistics that 
could be reported. But the report does not take into
underused
director of operations, things are 
slowly changing.
“In the spring 1997 sched­
ule, there were 28 classes which 
required students to have laptop 
computers.
In addition, lab sections 
encourage the use of laptops for 
data collection for later analysis.
It would be a mistake to perceive 
laptops as useful only in a class­
room setting.”
Some students use their 
computers to take notes in class.
E-mail friends at other universi­
ties and to communicate with 
faculty and students at Sacred 
Heart.
According to Richardson, 
students will find more uses for 
their computers in the future.
“There are still many other uses 
being explored and implemented 
for laptop computers.”
account incidents in which students did not face 
official police action.
Campus crime reports “are required to give 
arrest figures for liquor law violations, drug abuse 
violations, and weapons possessions,” said O’Connell. 
“We have all zeros. But that doesn’t really tell you 
the whole story, and that is primarily because we 
don’t have arrest authority.” The result, said 
O’Connell, is that reports issued by colleges “do not 
accurately reflect what is going on on campuses.”
But this will change, according to O’Connell, 
when the law is rewritten to say “incidences of’ 
instead of “arrests for.” Then the number for crime 
statistics would be much higher, he added.
“F m concerned with the facts and the truth,” said 
O’Connell. “If we can get students, faculty, and staff 
to report every incident and crime that occurs on 
campus, we’ll have a much better grasp of what’s 
happening on campus, where we need to address it, 
and where we need to divert resources.”
Besides adding blue-light emergency phones on 
campus, O’Connell called himself an “advocate of 
cameras.” Surveillance cameras would be added to 
Taft as well as both entrances and exits to the Univer­
sity to help curb crimes such as car thefts.
In reference to comments about Public Safety, 
O’Connell stated, “I want to hear the good, the bad 
and the ugly.”
“If officers are not being visible, or not doing 
what we expect them to do, we have to address that,” 
he said. “But I’d like to hear some complaints as 
well,” he added.
O’Connell believes in readiness, rather than 
reacting to a simation after the fact.
“Far too often some institutions are overly reac­
tive and not proactive,” O’Connell added. “And I 
would much rather be proactive and spend the money 
now on preventive measures."
Messinger: stresses action
Continued from page I
served as Manhattan Borough 
President.
“I don’t believe in being 
cynical about politics because I 
have seen ii work,” she said.
I’hc difficuliy in bringing 
abom change is bringing iicviplc 
togciher.
The two major reasons for 
this are people's mistrust ol poli- 
tieiiuis and the feeling that they 
can’t make a difference, 
Messinger explained.
•She emphasized the impor­
tance of voting.
Individuals make a positive 
difference when they vote and 
take action, she .said. If they do 
nothing, they are making a nega-
tive difference, she added.
“I think she’s really very- 
good as a speaker and she's very 
committed to politics,” said 
Sylvia Watts, director ofthe Aca­
demic Incentive Program, who 
attended the event.
As Borough President, 
Messinger has argued for cam­
paign finance reform laws which 
prevent people from “buying” 
their way into office.
New York law now limits 
the amount that people are al­
lowed to donate to political cam­
paigns.
“The point she made that 
everyone should vote is very im- 
porlanl,” commented
Messinger’s father. Bill Wyler.
Write for News
Call Kris or Ayoma at Ext. 7963
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Second run for AIDS course
By Erin E. Harrison
Co-Editor-in-Chief
Liberal arts colleges, such as 
Sacred Heart University, offer 
mainstream as well as diverse 
courses in several points of study. 
Although what may not be so 
mainstream is the course “Rep­
resenting AIDS,” which is being 
offered for its second run.
Louise Spence, Ph.D., asso­
ciate professor of media studies, 
and Carl Lewis, a social worker 
who also works with people in­
fected by HIV, will again co­
instruct the course this fall. Ac­
cording to Lewis, in the early 
years of AIDS, the media gave an 
unfair portrayal of the disease.
“Representing AIDS,” or 
MS 200, will analyze not only 
representations of disease, but 
also representations of people 
with AIDS and how this is re­
lated to the epidemic’s constitu­
encies. The course will gener­
ally explore representations of 
AIDS in the media and the chang­
ing ways in which HIV/AIDS 
has been and is being portrayed 
in aspects of the media.
According to Lewis, Spence 
“felt strongly that the course be 
team-taught.” The two were first 
connected at Hunter College in 
New York where Lewis was 
Spence’s student. Now a social 
worker and clinical team leader 
at a parole treatment program for 
substance abusive HIV-infected
Kidd: program to 
undergo changes
Continued from page 1
of possible sites.
To accomodate the needs of 
every student, Cemera is in the 
process of establishing “articu­
lation agreements” with other 
colleges and universities.
So far two universities in 
Korea—Yonsei University and 
Catholic University in Seoul— 
are associated with SHU.
When questioned about the 
future of study abroad program 
at Sacred Heart, Kidd said, 
“Since I’m leaving the Univer­
sity, it’s better to ask others about 
the future.”
The success of the program 
now in progress is evident with 
the increase in students opting to 
study abroad.
“The scholarships awarded
to the students suggest the pro­
gram is doing well,” said Kidd.
Students are disappointed 
with Kidd’s decision to leave 
and feel that the future of the 
program is at stake.
“Kidd’s resignation is a 
great loss to the SHU commu­
nity,” said Jennifer Thurston, a 
senior media studies major from 
Ronkonkama, N. Y. who studied 
in England under Kidd’s study 
abroad program.
“Dr. Kidd played a vital 
role in the SHU Study Abroad 
program. She has become a won­
derful friend and plays an im­
portant role in my life,” said 
Thurston.
The reason for Kidd’s res­
ignation was an offer from 
Fairfield University to head the 
International Studies program.
or affected people, Lewis be­
lieves that in mainstream media, 
“people are a lot more sympa­
thetic to AIDS because there’s 
not many who haven’t been 
touched by it.” Lewis himself 
has lost several friends and a 
lover to AIDS.
The course will also exam­
ine such questions as: are there 
potential contradictions in the 
interests of media makers, 
funders, their subjects and view­
ers?; how is the struggle for ex­
pression affected by language?; 
by cultural bias?; by economic 
constraints?; by censorship?
“The early lack of coverage 
of AIDS in the media is appall­
ing and unforgivable,” said 
Lewis. “It took celebrities to 
bring it into media, whereas be­
fore it was ‘the faggots’ and ‘the 
drug users.’ ”
Lewis also said, “The focus 
still often remains on popula­
tions that have been stigmatized.”
MS 200 will meet weekly 
on Monday evenings, 5:10 to 
8:30 p.m. It will require read­
ings, screenings and written and 
oral reports. The course fulfills 
theB-1 area distribution require­
ment. There is no prerequisite 
and enrollment is limited to 20 
students.
For additional information, 
contact Dr. Spence at extension 
7757.
Seniors:
38 days 'til graduation
National News
\HT. along with nuiny colleges with anti-dis-
open honio.sexuals and 
university policies.
;n Ihc same time not violate
IXTunmcnl nf IX-fcn.« IV.r rc-so.irch or other puiposes if
it did not preserve its ROTC program.
The Vatican ^oes online
Just in time for Haster .Sunday, the Vatiean un-
known as ‘’ Fhc Holy Sec.'
as well as 
' treasures
and sound biles iVom Vatican Radio.
Finance: move services to Lindeman
Continued from page 1
dents and administrative staff.
“I am not happy about this 
move and feel it might hinder the 
performance of our jobs as far as 
handing out checks,” said 
Catherine Salvatore, payroll



















Public Sector Recruitment Day - April 11 
Human Services-Hospitals-Federal and State Agencies 
9:30-1:30pm Ryan Matura Library
Criminal Justice Network Day - April 17 
Gain exposure to Internship and Career Opportunities 
2:00-5:30pm Mahogany Room
'1
Corporate Recruitment Day - April 18 
Companies include GE Capital, Macyds, People's Bank, Regional 
News Network, American Skandia and more !
9:30-5pm Ryan Matura Library
Public Relations Forum - April 23 
Learn about the Public Relations Field from the experts f 
5:30-7:30 Mahogany Room
Summer Job Recruitment Day' April 25 
Full Time and Part Time Opportunities 








clerk. “We will not be handing 
out paychecks anymore which is 
going to affect the students be­
cause we won’t be on campus to 
answer any questions or con­
cerns,” she added.
"It will be more inconve­
nient for the students because 
our inquiries will not be ad­
dressed immediately," said se­
nior nursing major Jennifer Platt 
from Abington.
The issue about the pay- 
checks has been discussed, ac­
cording to Assistant Vice Presi­
dent of Finance James Sheehan.
“I anticipate that provisions 
will be made to bring the checks 
to campus, and any questions 
regarding the checks can be made 
via telephone calls,” said 
Sheehan.
“This is the sum total of my
specific knowledge of what we 
will be facing," he added.
The consensus is that the 
move will obstruct the job per­
formances of many employees, 
since the offices will be located 
off campus and away from stu­
dents and the University com­
munity in general.
“We are trying to coordi­
nate such that any service stu­
dents need will be on campus,” 
said Charles Bontempo, design 
assistant.
The School of Business and 
Continuing Education will be 
housed in the Administration 
Building.
“This is only a temporary 
location and I think it will better 
the University by consolidating 
all the faculty in a common area,” 
added Bontempo.
Setting The Standard For Quality Temps 
For Over 10 Years
Established / 984
temporary Service^











Serving the Givater Bridgeport Area, including the Valley
STUDENTS WELCOME




This campus has witnessed several 
disrupting events at the residence halls 
since the University made the transition 
from a commuter school.
Irresponsible, immature behavior on 
the part of students lowers the quality of 
our University. An example is the recent 
fight that broke out at South Hall which 
only distressed our community.
If we as students choose to overlook 
such ongoings, Sacred Heart will regress. 
Perhaps inebriated students who carry out 
volatile actions do not belong in a univer­
sity setting. College is indeed a time to 
have fun, but to do so responsibly.
We believe that students who have 
been involved in violent outbreaks ought to 
decide if they are here for an education or 
if they are here to generally screw up.
Internships present opportunity
Entering today’s job market without a 
college degree is dangerous. Entering it 
without a college degree and without an 
internship — even more dangerous.
Internships, for many, have proven to 
be an invaluable tool to prepare college 
students for the "real world." The Office of 
Career Development is an excellent re­
source for obtaining such an experience. 
Employers look highly upon a college 
graduate who took the initiative to intern 
and learn more about their career interest.
We believe that students, especially 
sophomores and juniors, should seek a 
worthwhile internship to better prepare 
them for their future workplaces.
Pornography on Internet
strikes Supreme Court
Pornography on the Internet 
is the latest controversial issue to 
be brought before the United 
States Supreme Court.
The bill, which was passed 
by Congress and signed into law 
by the President 
has three parts.
First, the bill 
makes it illegal 
to send porno­
graphic words 
over the Internet 
to a specific per­
son who the By ROB 
sender knows is SAWICKI 
under 18 years-
old. The second part prohibits 
sending pornographic images 
over the Internet to a specific 
person the sender knows is under 
18.
I have absolutely no prob­
lem with either of these parts of 
the bill, and without question the 
court should uphold them. The 
part of the bill that causes prob­
lems for me is the third part be­
cause of its vague and undefined 
nature.
It prohibits the posting of 
any pornographic material any­
where on the Internet where it 
could be accessed by anyone un­
der 18.
Well, exactly what does that 
mean? Where is there someplace
on the Internet where anyone 
under 18 couldn’t get to? How 
do you define where it is OK to 
have pornographic material and 
where it isn’t?
The problem with this law 
is it is a backdoor attempt at
VIEWPOINT
banning all pornography on the 
Internet. Rather than coming 
right out and making a law ban­
ning pornography on the Internet 
completely. Congress and the 
President decided to try and 
sneak one by all of us and make 
themselves look conscientious 
in an election year.
Whether or not you find por­
nography disgusting, those who 
appreciate it have a Constitu­
tional right to view it. We should 
do everything we can to prevent 
it from being accessible to mi­
nors. The same way we have 
with cigarettes, alcohol and even 
pornographic magazines and 
films.
But, just like all of those we 
can’t completely keep minors 
from being exposed. If a child 
wants to do something that he or 
she isn’t supposed to be doing, 
it's hard to top it. That’s why
there is still underage drinking 
and smoking.
There are many households, 
like mine, where there are no 
pornographic materials, but that 
doesn’t stop kids, like me, from 
being exposed to it at a friend's 
house.
As much as we’d like to, 
there is no way we can com­
pletely keep children from view­
ing pornographic materials over 
the Internet. There certainly are 
steps we can take. The first two 
parts of the bill are a good step 
toward doing that. There are 
other measures we can take. 
There is software that parents 
can use to lock their children out 
of sites on the Internet that are 
deemed as adult sites.
We can’tjump to the idea of 
banning pornographic materials 
on the Internet. If an adult wants 
to view such material, he or she 
has that First Amendment right.
Now it is up to the Supreme 
Court to determine whether or 
not this law is Constitutional. 
The court should do the right 
thing and uphold the first two 
parts of the bill, but strike down 
the third.
I feel confident that the bill 
is in the right hands. What better 
person to be handling this issue 
than Clarence Thomas?
Innocence lost— today's children are exploited
One morning I watched a 
little boy learn to ride his bike in 
his driveway. He had his little 
helmet on and he rode the tiny 
bike with great care. He wobbled 
down the driveway, made a slow, 
wide turn, then carefully 
wobbled 







had con- By STEPHANIE 
cemed his SMITH
bicycle. .......
He did not care about world 
events or national affairs or even 
what his n,, ghbors were doing. 
He was innocent to the horrors of 
the world.
In today’s society, children 
are exploited by the media. Chil­
dren are forced to grow up too 
quickly—they are victims. Like
adults, children are accosted with 
sexual harassment suits and 
charges if drug and weapon pos­
session. They are artested and 
charged with murder.
Granted, there are some mi­
nors out there who do have prob­
lems and should be handled care­
fully. But there are also ludi­
crous incidents of “no tolerance” 
that I find quite disturbing.
In my own hometown, a 
middle school boy was sus­
pended because he kept his epi­
lepsy medication in his locker 
instead of with the school nurse.
The local newspapers has a 
field day with the story because 
it happened at a time when sev­
eral other similar stories were 
appearing nationally. The sus­
pensions should have been saved 
for students who were bringing 
more serious, illegal drugs into 
the schools, rather than a boy 
carrying his own medication.
Young children have been
charged with sexual harassment 
suits. Chances are, a five-year- 
old does not understand what 
sex is, but suddenly, when he 
kisses a girl in his class, he has 
been branded. More serious of­
fenses occur all the time, but 
nothing is done, so a first-grader
PERSPECTIVE
must pay the price.
What happened to the inno­
cence of childhood, when we 
only worried about learning to 
ride our bikes and tie our shoes, 
and who to sit with at the lunch 
table? Now children face drugs 
and sex and legal action.
Children are being cor­
rupted. The only ones respon­
sible for the corruption are adults. 
A child is not bom with bad 
intentions, he learns them by 
watching his parents, older broth­
ers and sisters, or whoever takes
care of him. Children are not 
miniature adults. They should 
have the freedom to mn and laugh 
and play without worrying about 
adult problems.
Kids are the future. They 
are smart and funny. They de­
serve the chanee to make inno­
cent mistakes and leam from 
them. Think back to when you 
were young. Spend time with 
your children, brothers and sis­
ters, nieces and nephews. They 
will teach you to forget you are a 
grown-up and remind you how 
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an open forum. All sub­
missions are subject to ed­
iting for spelling, punc­
tuation, grammar and 
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are review’ed by the Edi­
torial Board.
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Sacred Heart University, 
published every Thursday 
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enue, Fairfield, CT 
06432-1000. The adver­
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371-7963; business 
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7966. Fax number is 
(203) 371-7828.
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Letters to the editor
Bad image not fair to Taft Women's sport lack
SUPPORT WITHOUT TiTLE IX
To the editor,
As a resident of Taft Com­
mons, I am hurt of the bad image 
given to Taft. As a transfer stu­
dent in the fall of 1995,1 joined 
the Hall Council at Taft. My 
involvement in hall council was 
definitely beneficial for me dur­
ing my first year at Taft.
This year I continue to live 
at Taft and I enjoy going “home” 
after a day of classes; it is peace­
ful and I am able to study as well 
as enjoy my last year at Sacred 
Heart.
I am still involved in Hall 
Council, in fact I am the trea­
surer. I also attend the Shuttle 
Committee meetings (when I 
have a chance) because along 
with my fellow residents who are 
without a car at Taft, I rely on the 
shuttle. I am also a member of 
the Dining Service Committee 
because along with the majority 
of the Sacred Heart community, 
I eat in the Dining Hall. All of
To the editor,
I applaud your editorial ad­
vocating that Sacred Heart 
courses across all programs be 
challenging to students.
The way our students will 
expand their abilities, increase 
their fund of knowledge and dis­
cover their talent is through rig-
these organizations are benefi­
cial for all students at Sacred 
Heart.
The residents who complain 
about Taft have never come to 
Hall Council to voice their com­
plaints, concerns or suggestions. 
Every Monday at 9:30 on the 
second floor hallway, Hall Coun­
cil meets to discuss events that 
pertain to our hall and the cam­
pus, only a select few chose to 
attend these meetings.
No one else comes if they 
have a complaint about the 
shuttle, maintenance or any other 
problems they have about Taft. 
When these residents and the 
author of the article (“Taft a ‘bad 
idea’”, March 20) decide to join 
us on Monday nights, we will 
welcome them and hear their 
concerns or suggestions.
Until then, 1 personally feel 
the Hall Council will be unable 
to help them.
Cathy Quirk
orous curricula. And I am confi­
dent that, presented with such cur­
ricula, our students will meet the 
challenge.
David A. Harnett,
Provost and Vice President for 
Acadmic Affairs
To the editors.
The letter printed in the 
March 20 edition, ‘Title IX Un­
fair to Male Sports”, deeply of­
fended me as well as a large 
number of other female athletes.
It discusses how Title IX is 
detrimentaltomaleathletics. The 
purpose of this law is not to take 
away from male athletics, as the 
letter suggested.
Rather, it is an attempt to 
alleviate some of the discrimi­
nation that women athletes have 
fought against for years.
The letter points out that in 
order to comply to Title IX, some 
colleges and universities adopted 
a women’s sport while sacrific­
ing a mens sport, such as wres­
tling.
I have to say that I am not 
entirely convinced that Title IX 
is the driving force behind the 
decisions of colleges to drop cer­
tain sports. Also, who keeps 
track of all the womens sports
To the editor.
As a commuter student, I 
found Sacred Heart to be insen­
sitive during inclement weather. 
Commuter students make up 
39% of the population and our 
safety deserves more concern.
Although the weather was 
extremely mild this winter, there 
were several icy mornings. Snow 
did not accumulate in the great 
number of inches, but the com­
bination of rain and freezing tem­
peratures is equally as danger­
ous for driving conditions. Com­
muters travel from as far as 30 
miles away and should not be 
asked to risk their lives on the 
icy roads. The weather is often 
worse in other towns, especially 
those north of Fairfield.
I would like to congratulate 
the university on implementing 
the snow phone. However, it 
should also record classes that 
have been canceled by individual 
professors. I have driven in early
sacrificed to a demanding bud­
get?
Female athletes who play a 
sport sometimes end up at their 
second choice college because 
that sport did not exist at their 
first choice school.
This is sadly a very com­
mon proljlem for most female 
athletes.
The letter also cites the low 
number of female athletes as 
compared to male athletes. This 
starts at the high school level 
where girls just do not have as 
many options as boys of avail­
able sports.
Even if teams were started 
at some schools, the lack of a 
competitive conference and other 
teams to play are obstacles that 
need to be addressed. Also, the 
issue of funding was raised.
If no one came to any more 
football games, would you say 
that the rest of the sports would 
not have to give the same amount 
to the football team because their 
attendance was low?
How can you tell female ath­
letes that they are not worth fund­
ing because no one takes the time 
out to watch them play?
Womens athletics have only 
recently begun to receive their 
fair, yes,--faflr^>shake. - Womens 
sports are every bit as competi­
tive as the mens sports.
Like the men's sports, 
womens athletics need to be sup­
ported by fans, students, and ad­
ministration as well.
If Title IX is the only way to 
get that support, so be it.
Anna Alveari
only to find that my professor has 
canceled my first class, due to 
the weather.
If Sacred Heart chooses not 
to delay opening in the bad 
weather, professors should take 
this into consideration. If a com­
muter student is late or misses 
. class on such days, it is generally 
attributed to the weather.
In the future. Sacred Heart 
should consider commuter stu­
dents’ safety in the case of in­
clement weather, by delaying 
school opening. If this is not 
possible, commuter students 
should be allowed to miss class 
without penalty. The few extra 
hours for towns to clear the roads 
could mean everything to a 
commuter’s safety. It is not a 
matter of wanting to miss classes; 

































































Do you have a sacred place?
Do you have time for a sacred place? Take time out, relax, 
explore, be yourself. Create an independent paradise (Garden of 
Eden).
Attaining a spiritual outlet offsets mediocrity. Mediocrity is far 
too complex to explore when it’s a usual norm. I see college with 
opportune eyes by discovering my hiding potentials. M y
goals and aspirations have been derived at my sacred place. At times, 
my sacred place has both created and cleared denseness in my head.
Perfectionism through choice of your sacred place is highly 
commendable, yet the enjoyment can only be understood through the 
individuals’ eyes.
As a college student at SHU, I feel attaining independence has 
created an energy-filled inward drive in myself, which I see as a 
worthwhile principle in the future.
Get psyched, be yourself, find your sacred place.
Robert Fox ............................ ................
Voice your view. . .write a 
letter to the editor
Applause for editorial Commuter safety lacks in winter
MONTHS
FEAl RES
Athletes often set drinking standards
to mnVp ciirp that havin
By Greg Nota
Contributing Writer
The word college is synony­
mous with drinking. Movies cap­
ture wild college parties, and 
people reminisce about their old 
college days with their friends, 
and the crazy nights of drinking 
and partying.
Most freshmen entering col­
lege assume that drinking will be 
part of their college experience. 
In a survey by the Harvard School 
of Public Health, as reported in 
the New York Times, 68 percent 
of freshmen will abuse alcohol in 
their first semester.
Dr. Henry Wechsler, a social 
psychologist and investigator of 
the study, said that college ath­
letes are more likely to binge drink 
than other students. “These are 
the students who set the norms. 
These are the socially accepted 
students who say it’s okay to get 
hammered,” he said.
According to the survey, a 
binge drinker is one who has five 
drinks or more in a row (four for
women).
“Drinking is a highly social 
activity on campuses. Binge 
drinkers aren’t hiding alone in a 
comer to drown their sorrows; 
they are out there being role mod­
els, affecting other people’s lives 
and behaviors,” added Wechsler.
The study spanned 140 col­
leges in 40 states and surveyed 
over 17,500 students. The results 
of the study showed that 61 per­
cent of males who are active in 
intercollegiate athletics were in­
volved in drinking.
The numbers for females are 
just as startling. For women ath­
letes, 50 percent were drinkers, 
as opposed to 30 percent in the 
non-athletes.
Here at Sacred Heart, nu­
merous athletes drink. Usually 
the topic of conversation is of the 
football party or the mgby party 
on the weekend.
Junior John Armstrong, a 
football player, said, “Athletes 
drink all the time, whether it’s 
during the season or not. I’m not 
saying that I get loaded the night 
before a game, but you go out to
a party on weekends and you 
drink with everyone else."
Corie Caccese, a sophomore 
on the girl’s lacrosse team said.
Artwork by Jeremy Staub
“There is drinking that goes on 
after every game, whether we win 
or lose. It’s a social activity, and 
I don’t see any harm in it. You
have t  ake sure t at a i g a 
beer is not the most 




ball player said, 
“You put so much 
time and effort into 
sports that I don’t see 
a need to go out and 
get wrecked. If you 
do go out, the next 
day you feel terrible 
and have a rough 
practice or game. 
You have to make a 
decision on how se­
rious you are about 
sports.”
Mark Nofri, 
an assistant coach of 
the football team 
said, “I do not en­
courage drinking 
and I don’t accept it 
either. We (coaches) 
can’t be watching the athletes 24 
hours a day, so it’s their own 
responsibility to make sure they 
aren’t hurting themselves on or 
off the field."
West Hall RA with heart




Imagine it’s your first day, 
freshman year at Sacred Heart. 
You just walked into your hall 
and met your Residential As­
sistant for the first time.
After a few minutes of talk­
ing to him or her, you realize 
that you are homesick.
Now picture the same sce­
nario, but this time your RA 
makes you feel welcome. You 
are not homesick.
In fact you just met your 
first friend. If you were a first- 
year student walking onto the 
third floor of West Hall this 
year, you would have felt this 
way.
Tony Baldwin, a sopho­
more from Cape Cod, Mass., is 
just that kind of RA. This is his 
first year on the j ob, but he says, 
“If I had to repeat my sopho­
more year, I would do it all over 
again.”
Mike Wicke, a sophomore 
from Queens, N.Y. said, “Tony
does a great job of making you 
feel at home, and I know he’s 
there when I have a problem. 
You really couldn’t ask for a 
more helpful RA.”
Being there is the main rea­
son why Baldwin took,the job. 
“I’m a people person and being 
in this role helps me help people,”
"There's a difference 
between being friends 
and doing my job." 
Tony Baldwin
said Baldwin.
When asked what he excels 
in when it comes to student is­
sues, Baldwin said, “I’m a prob­
lem solver and I’m very good at 
giving advice.”
Being such a good friend to 
his residents and checking on 
the breaking of violations is not
always easy.
“There’s a difference be­
tween being friends and doing 
my job. I ean be a friend, but I 
must live up to my responsibili­
ties as well,” said Baldwin.
Baldwin’s job is very time 
consuming. “I want to give all I 
ean but I need to set time aside 
for myself, whether it be social 
or educational.”
Baldwin is also a member of 
the volleyball team.
“Playing ball and being an 
RA at the same time is very chal­
lenging,” he said.
Challenge is something that 
Baldwin welcomes. “I decided 
to apply to be an RA simply 
because I wanted to see if I could 
do it, challenge myself,” he said.
Baldwin feels that being an 
RA and playing volleyball are 
connected because they both hold 
responsibilities and demand con­
sciousness of time management.
Looking back at his past 
year, Baldwin said he enjoyed it.
“I’ve had great opportuni­
ties to help others and myself. 
It’s been fun and worthwhile.”
CAMPUS HAPPENINGS
Brazilian Coffeehouse tonight
Come experience Brazil tonight at a coffeehouse 
from 7 to 9 p.m. in the Faculty Lounge. Hear dynamic 
Brazilian music from SHU's own Joe Carter and try 
some Brazilian refreshments. Call 365-7614 to make 
reservations. Free to SHU students. $3 General Ad­
mission. This event is .sponsored by the Office of 
Residential Life and the International Club.
Nursing information workshop
A workshop for those interested in the SHU 
Nursing Program will be held on Tuesday, April 15 
from 5 to 7:30 p.m. in the Mahogany Room. This 
workshop is for undergraduates and graduates inter­
ested in nursing. Representatives from the Office of 
Graduate Admissions, Continuing Education, Fi nan- 
cial Aid and Career Development will be present to 
answer questions. Those who attend may bring their 
transcripts to the workshop. For more information, 
call the Office of Graduate Admission.s at 365-7619.
English Club meets again!
Attention all English majors/raiiiors: The En­
glish Club meets each Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. in Hawley 
Lounge. Anyone interested in joining the club can call 
Jen Hudson at 336-5484.
Passover Seder April 14
The Sacred Heart University community is 
invited to attend a traditional Passover Seder to under­
stand the whats and whys of this annual celebration 
and appreciate the meaning of freedom from slavery. 
The Seder will be held on Monday, April 14 from 7:30 
to 9 p.m. in the Campus Center Community Room. 
Please call the Campus Ministry Office at x7840 to 
secure your reservation and for further information.
-Compiled by Gina Noreili
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Chorale & emsemble captivate crowd
By Gina Norelli
Features Editor
For the first time ever, the 
Sacred Heart University cho­
rus sang at the traditional Lenten 
concert held in the Chapel on 
March 20.
Under the direction of 
Leland Roberts, professor of 
music, the group of 17 select 
singers including students and 
faculty, accompanied the en­
chanting music of the SHU 
Chamber Ensemble, which con­
sisted of a violin, viola, cello 
and piano.
“This is the third year we 
have done a Lenten concern,” 
said Roberts. “If s the first year 
with our own chorus. If s really 
a new start for the chorus,” he 
added.
The concert began with a 
soothing musical prelude titled 
‘TrioNo. 35”by Joseph Haydn, 
that captured the audience of at 
least 40 people.
Then, the members of the 
chorus entered the Chapel from 
the hallway and took their posi­
tions on the altar.
Each member was dressed 
in a white shirt and either black 
pants or skirts. As they stood 
beneath the cross of Jesus, for 
whom the concert was honor­
ing, their poise, expression and 
confidence reflected the weeks 
of practice that preceded 'the' 
concert.
Four Chorale members ready to sing. From left to right: Carolyn Volpe, Kellee George, Elena Chuhnov and Kelly Humphrey.
Contributed photo
“These chorales serve as 
something of Christianity’s re­
sponse to the death of Jesus,” 
Roberts told the audience. Mu­
sic from composers such as 
Gabriel Faure, J.S. Bach, John 
Leavitt, and Mozart was per­
formed.
Roberts, who has been at 
SHU for 31 years, explained
Faure, was meant to stand as a 
message of hope and promise in
addition to being a memorial for 
Faure’s parents who passed away 
during the time he wrote it.
Mrs. Joseph Tenney of 
Trumbull, who attended the con­
cert, said, “They should have it 
more often. It’s absolutely won­
derful. Mr. Roberts blends it all 
together.”
James Falletti, a first-year 
student from Selden,-N;lg^, who 
is part of the chorale, said, “I’m 
used to being in a really big choir.
This is select. I was excited to 
get into it, since it’s my first 
year in college.”
Carmela Chisholm, a 
sophomore form Falmouth, 
Mass., who is part of the Cho­
rale but couldn’ t participate due 
to sickness, sat with the audi­
ence to watch the performance. 
“It gave me goose bump, espe­
cially ‘Laus Deo’. 
up there,” said Chisholm.
The entire group of select
singers consists of 30 people. 
The program was sponsored by 
Campus Ministry and the music 
program and is part of a concert 
series of music for Advent and 
Lent.
The next musical concert 
will be performed by the SHU 
Jazz Band on Sunday, April 27
I wish I waS**"*”®^^ ' “TKere is no'cliargeTor ad- 
mission to this performance and 
all are invited to attend.
Practicing witches who live among us all
By Sharon Nagy
Contributing Writer
After centuries of malign­
ing, witchcraft is slowly coming 
out of the broom closet. In some 
parts of American society, neo­
pagan practices are slowly be­
coming more accepted in a 
largely Judeo-Christian culture.
Even at Sacred Heart Uni­
versity, which was founded on 
the tenets of Christianity, there 
might be people who practice 
these ancient ways.
One of the most well-known 
witchcraft religions is Wicca. 
According to an article by Susan 
Pearsall in the New York Times, 
practitioners of this religion 
“worship two deities, twin ener­
gies in nature called God and
Goddess; honor natural elements 
like air, water, earth and fire; 
practice folk magic; believe in 
reincarnation, and do not pros­
elytize.”
According to Dr. Christel 
Manning, associate professor of 
religious studies, there are a few 
reasons why these practices are 
becoming more well-known. 
One reason is feminism. There is 
“an interest on the part of women 
in spiritualities that concentrate 
on women. Wicca responded 
because of its focus on the God­
dess.”
Another reason is the vis­
ibility of neo-pagan books. Ac­
cording to Manning, there is a 
“slew of popular books available 
at commercial bookstores about 
Goddess worship.” She specu­
lates that more visibility suggests
more openness in society to these 
beliefs.
Holidays, called sabbats, 
such as Samhain, come directly 
from the Celtic calendar. The 
major sabbats are Samhain, 
Imbolg, Beltane and Lammas, 
with the solstices and equinoxes 
as lesser holidays. These holi­
days celebrate different cycles of 
the earth and points in the mytho­
logical lives of the deities.
Along with the holidays, 
there are 13 smaller meetings 
during the moon cycles, usually 
atthe full moon. These are called 
esbats. Covens come together to 
honor the moon cycles and dei­
ties, and to perform magic.
However neo-paganism is 
not limited to Wicca or Celtic 
traditions. There are systems of 
ceremonial magic that apply dif­
ferent principles and beliefs in 
their rituals. There are also many 
different pantheons, symbols 
and practices that are used. 
Ancient Roman, Greek, Egyp­
tian and Norse deities are called 
upon, along with unique myths 
and magic for that particular type 
of worship.
There are many misconcep­
tions about neo-paganism and 
witchcraft. According to Man­
ning, witches have nothing to do 
with Satanism. She said that the 
term “satanism” was “coined by 
the Catholic Church to label 
people who are heretics.” She 
said Satanists rebel from main­
stream Christian culture by tak­
ing Christian values and turning 
them around, whereas neo-pa­
gans follow beliefs that predate 
Christianity.
Artwork by Jason Mastrianni
Another misconception is 
thinking that witches are, accord­
ing to Manning, “man-hating les­
bians.” There are feminist tradi­
tions that exclude men. How­
ever, there are many neo-pagan 
organizations that include men, 
with men holding high positions 
in those orders.
Some may confuse witch­
craft with voodoo. According to 
Manning, voodoo also has “evil 
associations” in society. How-. 
ever, the practices of witchcraft 
are different than those of voo­
doo.
Some think witches are, ac­
cording to Manning, “weird or 
imbalanced.” She said thatpeople 
who think that witches are weird 
usually have never met any 
witches, or they would see that 
they are normal.
Still another misconception 
is that “it doesn’t happen here.” 
Manning said that groups of prac­
titioners are “small but all over 
the place.”
Are there any witches at Sa­
cred Heart? It depends on who 
you ask.
Michael Powers, a sopho­
more from Fair Lawn, N.J. is not 
aware of any at SHU.
“Anybody who wants to 
practice should be allowed to as 
long as it doesn’t affect others,” 
Powers said.
FrankBuckley, aseniorfrom 
Bethel, Conn.has talked to some 
witches outside SHU.
They’re just like any other 
person," said Buckley.
’Battle’ creates good vibes
23 Band won first place in the 'Battle of the Bands' on March 22 in the Gym.
By Christopher Twarowski
A&E Co-editor
The "Battle of the Bands" 
that took place in the Gym on 
March 22, featured an array of 
music and raised over sixty 
pounds of canned food for the 
Thomas Merton House of Hospi­
tality in Bridgeport.
The event was co-sponsored 
by WHRT, theS.E.T. BandCom- 
mittee and the Media Club. How­
ever, many other people from dif­
ferent organizations volunteered.
This included George 
Lombardi from WSHU, who sup­
plied and set up the sound sys­
tem, and members of Campus 
Ministry, Student Activities and 
Maintenance.
“I thought it was a great 
idea,” said Campus Minister Fr. 
Thomas Michael McLemon. “I
think it was a part of what this 
University is all about. Thatwe’re 
not just here to do our thing, but 
that we are aware of the fact that 
there are many less fortunate 
around us who need our help.”
Eight bands performed. Each 
had a 50 minute set slot, begin­
ning at 5 p. m. To save time, two 
stages were erected. This en­
abled bands to set up on one stage, 
while another performed on the
other.
Over 200 people attended 
throughout the course of the night. 
Most were non-SHU students. 
Skin heads, punks and hippies 
danced, hacked and listened.
There were no fights.
The music was as varied as 
the people. It ranged from ska 
and punk to rock and hard-core. 
Some bands played covers, but 
most performed originals.
The winners of the "Battle" 
were announced at midnight. 23 
Band won first. Blind Ambition 
took second and Absolutely 
Johnathon placed third.
All contesting groups are eli­
gible to be booked for next se­
mester and their demos/albums 
will be played over the air at 
WHRT. All the organizations 
involved are looking forward to 
hosting another.
“It went over so phenom­
enally,” said Student Events 
Team Vice President, Mike 
Dutton. “I think it should defi­
nitely be a tradition here at SHU 
and I think we should have one 
every semester.”
Students share art and dreams in Gallery
By Christopher Twarowski
A&E Co-editor
Maren Niemann and Ana 
Mariela Gandara are senior inter­
national business majors who 
have many things in common.
They both came from Gua­
temala City, Guatemala. They 
both share a townhouse at 
Parkridge. Both enjoy express­
ing themselves through art.
Presently, they also both 
have award-winning pieces on 
display in the University’s Gal­
lery of Contemporary Art.
Niemann was a gold and sil­
ver award winner in the 1997 
Student Art Exhibit held at the 
Gallery last month.
Her computer graphic, 
“SACI Poster and Invitation,”
Maren Niemann (left) and Ana Mariela Gandara (right), in front of their award-winning pieces on exhibit in the Gallery.
received the top prize and her 
photograph, entitled “Strong Eye 
Triangle,” won the silver.
Gandara, also a graphic de­
sign minor, received an honor­
able mention for her computer
graphic, “A Taste of Ancient 
Town.”
She and Niemann give ad­
vice to aspiring artists by telling 
them to never lose sight of their 
dreams.
"You should always send in 
your artworks to be viewed, "said 
Gandara.
"That way, you can know if 
you're doing a good job."
The Student Art Exhibit,
which features the works of out­
standing student painters, illus­
trators and graphic designers, 
continues through this Saturday. 
Admission is free. For info, call 
(203) 365-7650.
A&E BRIEFS
Siblings Weekend schedule packed
Tomorrow night is Siblings Weekend Kickoff. There will be a 
sing-a-long with Danny McCarthy at 7 p. m. in the Dining Hall. At 
9 p. ra. there is a carnival in the Gym featuring Laser Tag, Spin Art 
Frisbees, music and more.
On Saturday there is a pool tournament in the Rec Center and 
basketball on the SouthAVest Hall courts at 1 p. m. At ! :30 p. m. 
there is a bus leaving from in front of Public Safety to Milford 
Amusement. The movie “Space Jam” will be shown at 2 and 7 p. m. 
in the Schine Auditorium. At 9 p. m. there will be Bingo in the 
Outpost and free sundaes.
Mass will be celebrated in the Theater at 10:30 a. m. on Sun­
day.
All events throughout the weekend arc being sponsored by the 
Student Events Team and admission is free.
Barenaked Ladies tickets on sale
Tickets for the Baienaked Ladies spring concert to be held 
in the Gym on April 25 at 8 p. m. are on sale in front of the 
Faculty Lounge from 10 a. m. to 4 p. ni. daily.
The cost is $20 for general admission and $ 14 for full-time 
students. For info, call (203) 371 -7846.
SHU celebrates Thornton Wilder's birthday
'The Skin Of Our Teeth,” presented by Sacred Heart 
University's Faculty of Communication Studies, opens Apri 118 
and runs through April 20 at the Theatre.
Performances are on Friday and Saturday at 8 p. m. and on 
Sunday at 3 p. m.
Tickets are $10 for non-students and $3 for students. Call 
(203) 374-2777.
-U(>m]iilecl by Stephanie Smith anJ Ghri\ Twarowski
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Mellencamp delivers the goods
By Mike Nimons
Staff Writer
On Sunday, March 16, John Mellencamp 
brought his “Mr. Happy Go Lucky” Tour to the 
Oakdale Theatre in Wallingford.
This was the first of three shows Mellencamp 
was to play at the Oakdale and it was close to being 
sold out. The theatre was filled with die-hard 
Mellencamp fans and many, like myself, who 
were just there to hear some great music.
Amanda Marshall opened. Her music is 
similar to that of Joan Osborne or Sheryl Crow. 
She played for about 30 minutes and sang a 
number of the songs which appear on her self- 
titled debut album.
Included in these songs were, “Beautiful 
Goodbye,” “Let It Rain,” “Fall From Grace,” and 
the one song which she released as a single, 
“Birmingham.” This is her first tour and she put 
on an excellent performance.
Once the stage was prepared, Mellencamp 
and his band took the stage and went immediately 
into “Small Town,” one of his biggest hits. I was 
very pleased that throughout his two-hour perfor­
mance, he played the majority of his older hits, in 
addition to those songs from “Mr. Happy Go Lucky.”
He sang “Pink Houses,” “Hurts So Good,” “R. 
O. C. K. in the U.S.A.,” “Lonely Of Night,” “Key 
West Intermezzo (I Saw You First),” and “Just 
Another Day.” He also did a hip-hop type version of 
“Jack and Diane” in which his keyboard player. Bo 
Z, rapped a couple of verses.
Mellencamp also had some of the audience 
members join him on stage to sing a verse or two 
throughout his show. He even went out and sat in the 
audience and let his band take control for an ex­
tended version of “Crumblin’ Down.”
Overall, the show was excellent. The crowd 
was very involved in both Marshall’s and 
Mellencamp’s acts. For the most part they were on 
their feet, clapping, singing and dancing along with 
the artists. At times, Mellencamp let the audience 
sing for him and everyone seemed to be very much 
into it. The only complaint I had
was that Mellencamp did not sing “Cherry Bomb.” 
He also did not return for an encore despite a good 
portion of the crowd remaining and cheering for 
close to 20 minutes. With these few exceptions, the 
entire concert was very good and I would definitely 
see Amanda Marshall or John Mellencamp again. John Mellencamp
Poet's Voice In honor of Work Study
Simple
I like waking up on a July morning with the sound of birds singing in my back yard 
Smelling the clean summer air Appreciaton Week, the
Catching a glimpse of the green grass still wet with dew
Hearing my family busy in the house below
Cartoons on the television instead of the news. Office of Financial
I like getting into my car with my friend and driving for no real reason at all
Just to see where we might end up
Through the hills and farms of New England
Assistance would like to
Stopping for coffee in a walk-around kind of town
Sojnehow forgetting the time until the sun begins to set tUCLflK CUl SltMBttt
I like the way he holds my hand - W
The way they seem to fit together so well
Easily relaxed and no longer nervous to show him who I really am . employees jor their hard
Still wonderfully amazed at times that we stand here together ' sf
After such a long road traveled. '
I like the way I feel when I leave the rest of the world behind
No constant worry over the things that I could never control
work this yean
Instead somehow searching for hints of my future
My shoulders back and my will strong
Things will come together in the end.
I like the way things feel when they are simple
Just taking everything in
Living and breathing %—' ■ -
And feeling
Simple. Andrea Parsons




Last Friday night, 
Metallica’s latest stop on their 
Load tour came to the Hartford 
Civic Center. Hours before the 
show began, thousands of die­
hard fans could be seen and heard, 
waiting' for the doors to open.
Metallica, who last June re­
leased their latest CD, Load, is 
wrapping up their concert tour 
that began last August in Europe.
“I’ve seen Metallica a num­
ber of times over the years, but 
this concert was the loudest and 
most intense one I’ve been to 
yet,” said Craig Baker, a junior 
from Greenwich.
Metallica stunned fans with 
blistering lyrics and music, daz­
zling lights and pyrotechnics 
throughout the more than two 
hours that they were on stage.
Lead singer James Hetfield 
kept the audience involved 
throughout the whole show, and 
encouraged fans to keep making 
noise, while lead guitarist Kirk
Hammett and bassist Jason 
Newsted belted out note after 
note. Lars Ulrich, Metallica’s 
workhorse drummer played on 
two different drum pits set up at 
each end of the stage.
Metallica opened up with the 
song “So What,” and then sped
into “Creeping Death.”
Fans cheered and screamed 
as they played songs from all of 
their albums including “Hero of 
the Day” and “Enter Sandman."
Metallica demonstrated they 
are one of music’s best entertain­
ers by staging an accident at one
end of the stage. Members of the 
crew fell from the rafters, the 
light tower collapsed and one of 
the workers was set on fire.
“I didn’t know what was go­
ing on, it was really scary. There 
were sparks flying, and people 
were putting out fires on the stage.
when this guy came running out 
engulfed in flames," said Scott 
Kohler, a senior from Quincy, 
Mass.
"Everyone thought that there 
really was an accident, but 
Metallica once again proved that 
they put on the best shows.”
Earlier in the night, fans 
warmed up with the band Corro­
sion of Conformity, who played 
for 45 minutes and performed 
their hits “Albatross” and “Clean 
My Wounds.”
Metallica was definitely a 
show that left fans tired and deaf.
“It’s been three days, and 
my ears are still ringing," said 
Peter Reynolds, a sophomore 
from Ansonia.
"But the concert was abso­
lutely incredible, and I’d go see 
them again in a second,”
Metallica fans were ready to 
rock, and Metallica delivered in 
a big way.
Hopefully the band will 
come back around this way in the 
future so anyone who missed this 
concert does not make the same 
mistake twice.
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Sports in brief
I Hynes excels but women's lax falls to 1-2
The Sacred Heart University women’s lacrosse 
team dropped to U2 on the year with a 15-11 loss to 
Monmouth University on Apr. 3.
Division II All-American Deidre Hynes 
(Mahppac, N. Y.) scored six goals and added an assist 
in the loss. She leads the team in scoring with 11 
points (10 goals, 1 assist).
The Lady Pioneers have a busy upcoming road 
trip as they face East Stroudsburg today, Lock Haven 
on Saturday and Bloomsburg on Sunday.
Sacred Heart martial arts wins CNEC Title
This past weekend, the Sacred Heart martial 
arts team competed at Princeton with seven otlier 
I schools. Rob Glejzer and Kevin Lam won medals in 
forms. John Jennings, Kevin Yee and Brian Banet 
won medals for the A team, while Joseph Moura 
medalled for B.
The women placed fourth out of 10 teams. The 
SHU Martial Arts team is holding a tournament on 
vSunday April 13 in ftie SHlJ Gym at 12 p.m. If you 
haven't seen them compete, this is your chance to 
r come and support them.
Athletes of the week
Mike Mazzeo
Mazzeo, a senior captain on the inen's lacrosse team 
from Darien, scored three goals and four assists in the 
Pioneers' 17-10 victory over Bentley College. He is 
second on the team in total points with 10 goals and 11 
assists.
Vicky White
White, a senior pitcher on the softball team from 
Ansonia, recorded three of the Pioneers' four wins in 
doubleheaders last weekend against Albany and 
Franklin Pierce. In the three wins, she pitched two 
complete games, including one shutout. She also 
struck out 12 batters in the games.
Honorable Mentions:
Don Saladino, a sophomore on the baseball team batted 6-for-8 with four mns and 
three RBI in the Pioneers' doubleheader wins over Quinnipiac.
Deirdre Hynes, a junior on the women's lacrosse team from Mahopac, N.Y. scored, 
six goals and one assist in the Pioneers 15-11, loss to Monmouth University.
Jen Stark, an All-Northeast senior on the softball team led the team in hitting in 
three of four games played last weekend. She batted 10-15 and leads the team this 
season with a .370 batting average.
The Pioneer men's tennis team has struggled early in its season, but 
looks to turn things around. Photo by Michele Herrmann
Men’s tennis off to rocky start
Team is optimistic for second half of season
By Corinne Waldheim 
Assistant Sports Editor
The Sacred Heart men’s ten­
nis team is off to a rocky start with 
six losses since the season opener 
on March 21.
“Despite our slow start I am 
looking forward to the second half 
of the season,” said Coach Mike 
Guastelle.
Quinnipiac, St. Michael’s and 
Springfield had the upper hand in 
the first three contests. Among
the wreckage came a bright spot in 
the form of senior co-captain 
Mario Donini (Guilford).
The second-singles player im­
proved his match record to 2-1 
when he defeated Springfield’s 
Andy Link (6-4, 6-2). The win 
avenged last year’s loss to Link 
(6-3, 6-0).
“This has been by far the 
strongest team we’ve had,” said 
Donini. “Despite our shaky start, 
everything is starting to come to­
gether.”
“The rest of the season seems
promising,” said sophomore Tony 
Cabana of Tampa, Fla.
Queens (7-2), Dowling (8-1) 
and Merrimack (7-2) dominated 
the courts in last week’s losses.
Saturday was an eventful day 
as freshman third-singles player 
Chris Duwart (Wrentham, Mass.) 
picked up his first collegiate win 
against Dowling’s Jeff Hazleton 
(6-4, 6-1).
Sacred Heart visits American 
International College today and 
will be home against Franklin 
Pierce tomorrow at 3:30 p.m.
Running with the Pioneers
>A 5K ROAD RACE ON APRIL, 20 1997
>PARTICIPANTS WILL BE JOINED BY 
SACRED HEART STUDENT-ATHLETES
>BEGINS AND ENDS ON CAMPUS
>WATER AND BASIC FIRST 
AID WILL BE AVAILABLE
>REGISTRATION BEGINS AT 
12:30 PM; RACE BEGINS AT 2 PM
>PRIZES AWARDED (EXCLUD­
ING STUDENT-ATHLETES)
>T-SHIRTS GUARANTEED FOR 
THE FIRST 100 REGISTRANTS
>COST IS $10
>MALE AND FEMALE DIVISIONS >PROCEEDS WILL BENIRT THE
MAKE-A-WISH-FOUNDATION
_______  I WOULD LIKE TO REGISTER FOR THE 5K RACE, I WILL PAY $10 ON SITE
_________________________ ______________________  ____________
(NAME) (HOME PHONE) (AGE)
( ) L XL
(STREET) (WORK PHONE) (T-SHIRT SIZE)
(CITY) (STATE) (ZIP CODE)
I UNDERSTAND THAT PARTICIPATION IN THIS EVENT COULD RESULT IN INJURY. I 
ABSOLVE SACRED HEART UNIVERSITY OF ANY RESPONSIBILITY FOR INJURY THAT 
MAY INCUR INCUR WHILE PARTICIPATING IN THIS EVENT
(SIGNATURE) (DATE)
(SIGNATURE OF PARENT OR GUARDIAN IF PARTICIPANT IS UNDER 18) (DATE)
Sports Schedule
Thursday, April 10 Men’s Tennis at L’Mas.s- 
Lowell, 1 p.m.
Baseball at Concordia 
College at 3:30 p.m.
Men’s Tennis at American
Women’s Lacrosse at 
Bloomsberg, 12 p.m. 
Women’s Lacrosse at Lock |
International College, 3:30 
p.m.
Women’.s Lacrosse at Hast 
Stroudsburg, 4 p.m.
Men’s Lacrosse vs. New 
York Tech, 4 p.m.
Haven, 12 p.m,
Monday, April 14
Softball M C.W. Post, 3 
p.m.
Friday,. April 11






Men’s TLMinis at Adelphi. 
3:30 p.m.
ilBasebail at Keene State, 12 
p.m.
Wednesday, April 16
iit 1 Iniv nf* Mp'utr
p.m.
Outdoor Track at Williams 
College Relays, 11:15 a.m.
Sunday, April 13
OiaSsvMuil al UiLlVk Ui i^CW
Haven, 2 p.m.
Softball at Univ, of New 
haven. 3 p.m.
Men’s Lacrosse vs. Univ. 
of New Haven, 3:30 p.m.
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March Madness has come 
and gone, and we all know what 
that means: Baseball season is 
here again.
With the beginning of the 
season upon us, I have a few 
thoughts about the long 162 game 
march to the fall classic. So, 
without further adieu, here it 
goes:
The first and most obvious 
question is: Who will win the 
World Series? 1 really don’t 
know, but I can’t think of a logi­
cal argument, other than a di­
minished bullpen (or George 
Steinbrenner needing to make 
headlines,) against a Yankee re­
peat. No other team has really
improved enough to get there. Sure 
the Marlins have improved, but 
they're at least a year away, and 
the White Sox added Albert Belle, 
but that doesn’t change the fact: 
that they have no pitching.
Speaking of Belle, its great 
that he went to Chicago, because 
now he will make Dennis Rod- 
man look like a good guy.
Many wondered if Belle, 
would be the same kind of player 
in Chicago. Belle wasn’t con­
cerned. He said he can curse at 
reporters and chase down 16 year- 
olds in his jeep no matter what city 
he’s in.
Marlins owner Wayne 
Huizcinga spent a ton of money
during the off-season to build a 
championship team. Included in 
that w'as the hiring of Jim Ley land, 
probably the best manager in the 
game. Thefunny thingforLeyland 
is that he’s probably only the third 
best coach/manager in Miami, 
because of Jimmy Johnson being 
with the Dolphins and Pat Riley 
with the Heat.
As far as Leyiand goes, an- 
ckher team should have been in 
position to make a run at him. 
Instead, they showed why they 
are the Mets.
Dallas Green did a good job 
for that team, but last year, be­
cause of injuries, overly inflated 
cxpcclations for Iheir young pitch­
ers, and a bullpen that has more 
holes in it than a colander, they 
weren’t going anywhere. Had they 
retained Green until the end of the 
year, they could have re-evalu- 
ated the situation and made an 
offer to Leyiand.
Mets’ GM Joe Macllvaine, 
though, had already made up his 
mind that Bobby Valentine w'ould 
be the next manager of the Mets. 
From what F ve seen of Valentine, 
he should stick to managing sports 
bars. By the*way, the Mets went 
out of their way during the off­
season to improve the bullpen. 
And what agreatjob they ’ vedone. 
The Mets bullpen is a sizzling 0-5 
thus far.
By Rob Sawicki
Now that there's inter­
league play this year, the Mets 
and Yankees wilt meet for the 
first time in the regular season. 
The first game will take place 
July 16 at Yankee Stadium. 
There’s nothing better in all of 
sports then when two New York 
learns gel logethci and bailie for 
Big Apple bragging rights. A 
gathering of 50,000 drunken 
New Yorkers rooting for tw'o 
different teams. 1 don’t suppose 
that’s an appropriate time to have 
Bat Day at the Stadium.
Lady bowlers to compete in nationals
By Corinne Waldhiem
Assistant Sports Editor
In just four years, the Sacred 
Heart women’s bowling program 
has made remarkable progress in 
national circles.
In 1994, they were dubbed a 
"Cinderella team" by the Knox­
ville Sentinel when they finished 
11th in the Intercollegiate Bowl­
ing Championships in Tennes­
see. The following year they re­
turned to the IBC and placed sev­
enth in Kansas City.
This season the Pioneers re­
ceived superior recognition in the 
last of three Bowling Writers As­
sociation of America rankings. On 
March 30, the ladies learned the 
team was positioned fifth in the 
nation. They have jumped 13 po­
sitions since this year’s first rank­
ing came out.
“It is very exciting to be 
ranked so high when it is only my 
first year,’’ said freshman Lisa 
Laursen of Staten Island, N.Y.
“This is'my' college dfeami 
come true,” said Chrissy Anania,
a freshman from Bristol, R.I.
The women have proven their 
talent repeatedly, notably in De­
cember, when the ladies entered 
the finals of the Brunswick North­
east Showdown after beating 
third-ranked Erie C.C.
In March, SHU finished sec­
ond behind Nebraska, but beat the 
Comhuskers in head-to-head com­
petition. Second- and fourth- 
ranked Morehead State and 
Wichita State finished behind the 
Pioneers.
pete for the national title. Last 
night included a practice session.
Today ’ s schedule begins with 
two four-game blocks. In the 
evening, a Collegiate Honors pro­
gram will be held to recognize 
Team and Academic All-Ameri­
cans.
" This is my college 
dream come true!”
baker. The baker format includes 
all five team members rolling two 
frames of one individual game. 
The first bowler shoots the first 
and sixth frames, the second rolls 
the second and seventh frames, 
etc. This will be followed by the 
step-ladder finals, to be televised 
in the afternoon.
“Going to nationals is a great 
feeling,” said Cheryl Ninno, a 
junior from Rye Brook, N.Y., 
about her third trip to the nation­
als. “Wehaveatalented^^^^^ 
t think we Have a great chance of 
winning.”
■"""The Pioneers depaitea ror 
Kansas City yesterday to com-
On Saturday , teams will cona- 
"peleih fourrnore team games as 
well as two eight-game blocks of
SHU PIONEER CLASSIFIEDS SHU
HELP WANTED:
P/T NANNY POSITION 
Great oppty. for F.arlv Childhood 
Development experience. 
Provide loving care for two boys 
ages 3 &2. 2 days (Tues. &
Wed.) 8:00-6:00 in my Tmmbull 
home. Own transportation/ 
Nonsmoker/start immediately. 
Our home is 2 miles from 
campus. Paid sick days, holidays 
and vacation. Please ctdl Marie 
203-703-3666 (work) 
203-261-1968 (home)
CHILDCARE needed for 2 chil­
dren (5 & 6) in Ffld. Three after­
noons per wk., one weekend 
evening and occasional over- 
nights. Call 259-6599._______
BABYSITTER- Sat. evenings. 
Must drive. Be responsible, ma­
ture & dependable. Checkable ref- 
erence. Call Lynn at 256-8938.
LOOKING for someone respon­
sible and caring to care for my 2 
daughters: ages 5 1/2 and 18 
months old in my Tmmbull home. 
Presently to work every Wed. and 
Thurs. 1 to 4. Summer employ­
ment 8-4. $6.00 an hr. Call and 
provide a reference if interested. 
Call Laurie at 268-8527.____
LOOKING for a F/T live in or 
out nanny for 2 1/2 and 4 yr. old. 
10 minutes from school. Must be 
commited for entire summer. 
Great salary. 268-2694.
CHILDCARE- PT after school/ 
camp for lovable 7 year-old boy. 
Good driver, nonsmoker, reliable. 
References. Simple looking, laun­




LOOKING for person to care for 
3 and 1 yr. old children in Ffld. 
home. P/T. Live in or live out. 
(860) 676- 3246. Leave message. 
BABYSITTER needed in my 
Monroe home M-Wed. 8 a.m. to 
5:30 p.m. Mid June to late August. 
Must have own car and be willing 
to take children to beach and activi- 
ties. Please call Ellen at 261-1160. 
COACH, TENNIS 
For youth program, P/T 10 hrs/wk 
after school spring & fall, 25 hrs/ 
wk summer. Wage $8-$15/hr 
DOE. Call 838-8471 or apply to 
Norwalk Housing Authority, 241/ 
2 Monroe St, Norwalk, CT 06856- 
0508. EOE ____________
ADVERTISING associate posi­
tion will provide invaluable learn 
exp. and form foundation to suc- 
ceed&other marketing oppty. High 
teens. Send resume to:
Jack Whitton, president. 
Hour Publishing Co.




We have a wonderful variety of 
positions available at Fairfield 
County's top companies!! These 
opportunities range from F/T, 
P/T, summer & after-school 
availabilities. New Grads 
welcome! We are looking for 
qualified candidates with good 
computer skills. Please phone 
Diana for an appointment 
@203-324-0000. Fee pd. 
McIntyre Associates 
1281 Main Street 
Stamford, CT 06902
Two Corporate Drive 
Shelton, CT 06464
PROGRAMMER/ANALYSTS 
Great opportunity if you have 
strong COBOL. AS/400 platform 
experience a plus.____________
TECHNICAL OPERATOR 
Must have solid AS/400 skills. No 
programming required.
Leading software developer-Stam- 
ford, Connecticut. Call Lynda (203) 
978-2508.__________________
Wahlstrom & Co., a Yellow Pages 
Ad Agency in Stamford, is looking 
for a Jr. Accountant. This applicant 
will need to have a BBA in Ac­
counting or Finance, knowledge of 
Microsoft Excel required, and will 
work beside the Controller. 
Wahlstrom has a great benefit pack­
age with vacation days to be taken 
within your first year and business 
casual dress code. Please fax re­
sume and salary requirements to 
Tracy @ (203) 363-9609.
JOBS, JOBS, JOBS 
Use a temp job as a bridge 
between college and your career. 
Get valuable "on the job experi­
ence" or just make money. Office 
and light industrial.. 
EXPRESS PERSONNEL 
SERVICE
1495 Black Rock Tpke.
Fairfield, Connecticut 06430 
_________ 368-3334_________
ENTRY-LEVEL, Norwalk based 
position with Response Ability 
Marketing Corp. Sales position is 
for Country Living Magazine. In­
side sales and non scripted calls. 
Candidate should be friendly, en­
joy talking on the phone, self moti­
vated, detail oriented and computer 
literate. Salary plus bonus.
Fax resume to: 203-899-0499 or 
send to Global Recruitment Spe­
cialists 361 -4 Post Road West, suite 
285 Westport, CT 06880.
HELP WANTED 
Accounting or Finance major 
Flexible P/T to assist tax accoun­
tant Duties include: answering 
phones, filing, computer entry (Lo­
tus exp. helpful). Ten hours a wk. or 
more. Please call Geii at 256-7523 
Optometric Assistant/Technican 
Optometric Assistant/ 
Technican for busy Westport eye 
doctor. This position provides a 
unique blend of business and tech­
nics activities. It is an excellent 
opportunity to translate academic 
knowledge into practical, tangible 
skills. We seek a reliable, aggres­
sive team member who is person­
able, self-directed and well moti­
vated. We offer a secure, stable 
position in a growing practice. 
Special trSning is given in the 
areas of:
-basic optics (eyeglass lenses 
and contact lenses)
-ocular anatomy 
-physiology-the biology of the 
eye and related stmctures 
-disease of the eye and related 
general health conditions 
-ocular medications and contact 
lens solutions
-psychology of patient manage­
ment
-business management systems 
-telemarketing 
-records management 
-financial and cash management 
-computer applications and 
operations: -word processing 
-spreadsheet -database
Call 226-9426 between 9:45 a.m.- 
6:00 p.m. and/or send your resume 
to: Dr. Robert L. Ross, 500 Post 
Rd., East suite 280, Westport, CT 
06880_____________________
GARDNER'S HELPER— 
work mostly in Westport area, 
30-40 hrs./week @ $8/hr. Some 
experience preferred.
Call Elizabeth, 330-9847.
STAR, a nonprofit agency serving 
people with developmental dis­
abilities in Norwalk, is seeking 
qualified applicants for the follow­
ing positions: Program Coordina­
tors, Job Developer, Job Coaches, 
Instmctors. Please fax resume to: 
Irene Curtin, (203) 846-0545. EOE
TEACHING POSITIONS 
available for certified and 
uncertified teachers. We serve 
hundreds of public, private and 
parochial schools in CT, NY and 
New England. Over the past 31 
years, we have helped over 8,500 
educators secure positions. 
THERE IS NEVER A CHARGE 
UNLESS WE ARE SUCCESS­
FUL IN PLACING YOU. Call us 
to discuss your background and 
the types of positions for which 
you are qualified. At that time, we 





(203) 333-061 lor (203) 333-8412
-DRIVERS WANTED- 
College students, retirees, 
anyone to sell Good Humor ice 
cream from one of our vending 
trucks. Work outdoors this 
summer. Be your own boss. 
Routes available in your area. 
Earn $750 to $950 weekly. M/F. 
Apply now for routes that start 
this summer. Call M.-Sat.
9 a.m.-3p.m.only.
(203) 366-2641/1-800-899-1009. 
( Call 371-7966 to place ad. ^
SERVICES:
BABYSITTING services offered. 
Needs to be on busline. Need a 
ride home. Please contact Norma 
Glover at 333-0102.
SACRED HEART UNIVERSITY PIONEERS
Mazzeo leads laxmen over Bentley
Pioneers look to knock-off third-ranked N. Y. Tech today at Campus Field
By Brad Wilson
Sports Editor
The Sacred Heart men’s la­
crosse team rebounded from a 
16-6 loss to second-ranked 
Adelphi on March 29 with a 17- 
10 victory over Bentley on Apr. 
2 in a re-match of last year’s
EC AC Championship game. 
The Pioneers won the title, 11-8.
After the snow was plowed 
from Campus Field in the morn­
ing, Sacred Heart used a three- 
goal and four-assist performance 
from senior Mike Mazzeo of 
Darien to defeat seventh-ranked 
Bentley.
“Recently, I made the tran­
sition from midfield to attack,” 
said Mazzeo. “Chuck Chiodo 
and Chris Lukowski have taken 
me under their wing at the posi­
tion and I feel us, along with the 
rest of the offensive unit, are 
clicking.”
The Pioneers (5-2) fell to 
fifth in the national polls prior to 
the contest, but that did not stop
Sacred Heart from jumping out 
to a 7-2 lead. Bentley battled 
back in the second quarter to 
close within two by the half, 9-7, 
but the Pioneers pulled away in 
the second half en route to a 
convincing victory.
"Besides the lapse in the sec­
ond quarter, we were able to 
dominate the game," said Coach 
Tom Mariano. "The guys real­
ized that Bentley wasn't going to 
give up and they picked up the 
intensity level when we really 
needed it."
In addition to Mazzeo’s ef­
forts, Sacred Heart sophomore 
Chris Lukowski of West 
Genesee, N. Y., scored three goals 
and three assists. Senior Jason 
Colapinto (Deer Park, N. Y.) net­
ted four goals, while junior Brad 
Wilson (Clifton Park, N.Y.) 
added three and senior Matt 
Krepil (Babylon, N.Y.), two.
This afternoon. Sacred Heart 
will play a crucial game in terms 
of keeping its national title hopes 
^ve, facing third-ranked New 
York Tech at 4 p.m. on Campus 
Field.
"Tech is a good team that 
plays a tough, aggressive style of
lacrosse," said Mariano. "This 
time of the season we need to 
play 60 minutes of mistake-free 
lacrosse. It should be an inter­
esting game between two teams 
who have to win."
Last year. Sacred Heart was 
defeated by then top-ranked N. Y. 
Tech, 13-11, in a hard-fought 
contest.
To avenge last season’s loss, 
the Pioneers will need a solid 
defensive effort to stop Tech’s 
Joe Brock, who had 30 goals and 
41 assists last season and was the 
1997 pre-season pick as Divi­
sion II Player of the Year.
“Defensively, our play in 
settled situations has been great, 
but against Tech we need to bet­
ter our play in unsettled situa­
tions and really focus on taking 
Brock out of the game,” said 
junior defenseman Brian Micena 
of Lake Ronkonkama, N.Y.
SHU scorers (goals, assists!:
Mike Mazzeo 3-4, Chris 
Lukowski 3-3, Jason Colapinto 
4-0, Brad Wilson 3-0, Matt 
Krepil 2-0, T.J. Howard 1-1, 
Chuck Chiodo l-Oj Kenny Mar­
tin 0-1.
Junior T.J. Howard of Corning, N.Y., defends a Bentley College player in Sacred Heart's 17-10 
victory on Apr. 2 at Campus Field. Photo by John Wilson
Solid hitting helps baseball get back to .500 mark
By Lauren Wiggins
Staff Writer
The baseball team climbed 
back to the .500 mark after finish­
ing the week 4-1-1. The Pioneers 
improved their overall record to 
10-10-1 and their NECC record to 
3-0-1 after posting wins against 
the University of Bridgeport, Al­
bany, and Quinnipiac this past 
week.
“We’re starting to jell and hit 
the ball well,” said freshman sec­
ond baseman Vic Rinaldi. As a 
result of its improved hitting, SHU 
produced 38 runs in the Albany 
and Quinnipiac doubleheaders.
On Sunday, S acred Heart split 
with Quinnipiac, dropping the 
first game, 14-10, but winning the
second, 12-6. Don Saladino, the 
designated hitter, hurt Quinnipiac 
at the plate by going 6-for-8 with 
four runs and three RBI.
In Saturday’s two-game 
sweep over Albany, SHU scored 
16 runs on 16 hits, winning by 
scores of 7-6 and 9-2. David 
Lynch, last week’s NECC “Rookie 
of the Week," was solid at the 
plate in the first game, going 3-
White and Stark lead softball to 
victory in opening NECC games
By Julie Nevero
Staff Writer
The Sacred Heart women’s 
softball team moved into con­
tention in the New England Col­
legiate Conference by sweeping 
opponents Albany and Franklin 
Pierce in home doubleheaders 
this past weekend. The women 
now stand at 6-12-1 overall, but 
a seamless 4-0 in the NECC.
The back-to-back sweeps 
were important to the Lady Pio­
neers if they are going to uphold 
their tradition of 16 straight sea­
sons with 20 wins or more.
On Saturday, SHU defeated
Albany, 2-1, in the first game 
and 3-2, in the second. Senior 
right-hander Vicky White 
(Ansonia) recorded both wins. 
The opener was decided in the 
eighth inning.
Franklin Pierce fell Sunday 
where White notched her first 
shutout of the season in game 
one, 1-0.
The Lady Pioneers posted 
their first blowout of the season, 
defeating Pierce, 12-3, in the 
nightcap. Prior to the sweep, the 
Pioneers were averaging just over 
two runs per contest.
White recorded three of the 
four wins, while sophomore 
Nicki Menard (Franklin, Vt.) won
the other.
All-Northeast centerfielder 
Jen Stark led the team in hitting in 
three of the four games, going 10- 
15. White had a total of 12 
strikeouts in her games.
“We played well,” said Stark, 
a senior from Pompton Lakes, 
N.J. “They were good wins that, 
hopefully, will turn our season 
around.”
After 19 games. Stark leads 
the team with a .370 batting aver­
age and White holds a 3.48 ERA.
The Lady Pioneers will play 
another doubleheader this Satur­
day in a home contest against 
Keene State College.
for-3 with two doubles and three 
RBI.
On the mound, pitching sol­
idly for the Pioneers were John 
Hart and Ray Turner. Turner got 
the win in game two with a com­
plete-game three-hitter, bringing 
his record to 2-1 on the season.
In the Bridgeport double- 
header on Apr. 2, Mike Clark had 
a complete game shutout in game
one as the Pioneers rolled over 
Bridgeport 10-0. Game two ended 
in a 3-3 tie after seven innings. 
Sacred Heart managed three runs 
on for hits as UB matched SHU's 
three runs on only three hits.
The Pioneers hope to climb 
above .500 as they take on 
Concordia and Keene State this 
week.
Senior Vicki White of Ansonia pitched Sacred Heart to three of the 
teams four wins last weekend. Photo by Lora Marcella
